TOYS & CRAFTS

Create Your Own Felt Board Easter Eggs
Mix and Match to Explore Easter Designs

What you’ll need:
Sheets of colored felt (Easter colors are best, but any colored felt is good!) Make sure to
get enough for the egg shapes as well as any decorations you want to add!
Scissors; sharp enough to cut felt!
Pen or Marker; You’ll use these to trace the templates onto your felt sheets. A fabric
marker is best.
What you’ll do:
Making fun felt eggs is easy! Using the templates in the following pages, just follow these
steps to create your very own colorful eggs!
1. Start by cutting out the egg shape from the paper template. You’ll use this as a guide
to cut out your felt eggs!
2. Lay the paper egg template on one of your colored felt sheets. Pick whatever color
you like! This will be your egg that you’ll add decorations to. Using your pen or marker,
trace the egg onto the felt.
3. Once you’re done tracing the egg, cut out the shape from the felt using your scissors.
Now you have your very own felt egg to decorate!
4. Pick what decorations you’d like to use from the paper templates. Cut out the paper
shapes just like you did with the egg template.
5. Lay your decoration templates on another color (or colors!) of felt sheet. Trace them
with your pen or marker, then cut them out with your scissors!
6. Arrange your new felt decoration shapes on your felt egg (cutting them down
as needed to fit the egg!) Play around, trying all sorts of combinations and designs!
Your imagination is the limit!
7. Repeat 1–6 as many times as you want to create more eggs! Mix and match what
you’ve cut out to explore how different colors and shapes work together!
Clean up is easy, and the best part is you can save the eggs and decorations you’ve cut
out to make try new egg designs another day!

Nova Natural - Egg Base Template

Nova Natural - Decorations Template

